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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

As energy costs increase due to the current economic climate and depletion of traditional energy 
sources, the public demands new innovative technology to provide alternative energy production.  
As a result, our team designed a supplemental exercise machine that runs of both traditional AC 
wall power and a user-generated DC source.  As of present, we have successfully designed, built, 
implemented, and tested PedalPower, our solution to the public’s needs.   
 
This report discusses the origins of our problem statement and our final solution, along with 
sufficient theoretical proof and experimental test data to support our prototype’s functionality.   
Our team’s main goal was to produce an exercise machine that provides supplemental energy to 
standard electronic loads.  Our project was required to operate at a minimum of 80% power 
efficiency, but also have the functionality to operate in practical applications.  This report 
discusses PedalPower’s modes of operation, bypass and non-bypass, and the complex relay 
configuration that is required successfully implement the high-speed switching and 100% power 
efficiency while in bypass mode.  Also, the design of PedalPower’s inner circuitry, which steps-
downs, rectifies, and regulates the AC wall signal in order to combine it with the user-generated 
DC signal from the power bicycle, is discussed in full detail.   
 

We successfully implemented our project’s design due to our team’s familiarity with power 
electronics and the major circuit components of PedalPower.  However, implementing our relay 
schemes proved difficult due to the complexity involved with relay setting, time delays, and 
effective system protection.  However, after vigorously testing our circuit, our relay scheme 
provides instantaneous bypass functionality, along with complete system protection to prevent 
current flow back into our sensitive circuit components.   
 
Time constraints were not a factor in the delivery of the project due to our efficient project 
management organization.  Our team utilized Gantt charts, project flow diagrams, and team 
communication to complete our scheduled tasks.   Also, our project stayed under budget at a total 
team cost of approximately $80.00.  This is mainly due to the support and generosity of Dr. 
Grady, who helped us with the project’s design and purchasing costs throughout the entire 
project.   
 
As previously mentioned, we have successfully designed, built, implemented, and tested our 
PedalPower prototype, and it has passed all of our system-level and subsystem specifications.    
Our team believes there is a strong market for a product like PedalPower, and we hope to see it 
in mainstream production in the future.   
 



 

 

1.0 I2TRODUCTIO2 

 

This report presents our team’s final design solution for PedalPower, an innovative exercise 

machine that uses power electronic techniques to provide supplemental energy to everyday 

electronic devices.  This report emphasizes our team’s final design solution, while also 

discussing our project’s problem statement, project goals, requirements, design implementation, 

testing procedures, time and cost restraints, and safety and ethical considerations.  Although this 

report mainly focuses on the overall design and functionality of PedalPower, certain sections 

discuss design decisions and adjustments made throughout the course of our project to better suit 

our final prototype.  To support our final design, this report also provides numerous schematics, 

flow charts, and high level design figures, most of which can be found in the appendices.   

 

PedalPower is a foot-powered exercise device, similar to a stationary bicycle, which powers an 

electronic load by combining user-generated DC (direct current) power with AC (alternating 

current) power from a standard wall outlet. Using PedalPower allows customers to receive a 

strong cardio workout while saving money on their electric bill; thus, providing a solution to two 

present day needs, exercise and energy consumption. The user-generated DC power is created by 

pedaling bicycle pedals, which spin a generator that produces a DC current.  Once the user 

begins to pedal, PedalPower reduces the load’s dependence on the electric utility by scaling 

down the amount of necessary AC power, based on the amount of user-generated power.  

Therefore, exercising with this machine allows users to power a standard electronic device, such 

as a television or computer monitor, with reduced electricity costs.  However, because 

PedalPower automatically adjusts the amount of power drawn from both AC and DC sources, the 

load will continue to be powered even when pedaling is not taking place. 

 

2.0  DESIG2 PROBLEM STATEME2T 

 

As energy consumption in the United States increases and the population begins to see its effects, 

the public demands products that reduce electric utility consumption and provide alternative 

sources of energy production.  Our team decided to design a supplemental power device that uses 

human-generated power to supplement wall power for a common household item.  With the goal 
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of reducing residential energy consumption while keeping in mind practical product application, 

our team designed and built PedalPower.  Our prototype is an alternative energy-producing 

exercise machine that plugs into both the load and the wall outlet, essentially adding an AC 

power source to a DC power bike.  PedalPower generates DC power by spinning a generator 

through pedaling and use this power to supplement the AC wall power that energizes the load.  

Coupled with a microcontroller-controlled comparator circuit and bypass scheme, PedalPower 

allows loads to be powered by the wall outlet before and after the user pedals, but maximizes the 

user’s DC-generated power during pedaling.  This bypass scheme also provides instantaneous 

switching between the two power sources, always providing power to the electronic load.  In the 

end, the user can exercise with PedalPower, as well as provide supplemental or full power to any 

standard electric load, such as a television or computer screen.     

 
In order to evaluate PedalPower’s success, each of its circuit modules must meet certain 

requirements that are specific to the functionality of each module, which are laid out in the 

following subsections.  To simplify the presentation of requirements, PedalPower’s design can 

be broken in three sections: system requirements, inner-component requirements, and user 

interface requirements.  To meet these requirements, the system’s inputs and outputs, as well as 

the inner modules of our design, have specific ranges for voltage, frequency, and current.  Please 

refer to Appendix A for a system level I/O chart for PedalPower.  Also, please refer to Appendix 

D for a full list of the inner components and specifications. 

 

2.1  SYSTEM REQUIREME2TS 

At the system level, PedalPower needs to take in two main inputs, user pedaling and AC wall 

power, and produce a final AC output signal.  In order for the system to function correctly, these 

inputs and outputs must meet requirements specific to AC wall power, user pedaling, and AC 

output power, which are discussed below.    

 

2.1.1  AC Wall Power 

The AC power from a standard North American wall outlet serves as an important system input.  

The 120 V, 60 Hz input will generate a consistent signal, and should be precise within 1% [1].  
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This signal serves as the input to the AC-source side of PedalPower.  When in bypass mode, this 

signal is directly fed to the electronic load.    

 

2.1.2  User Pedaling  

The primary user input is pedaling.  A DC generator turns the user’s pedaling into electrical 

current, creating DC power to energize the load.  As the load increases in wattage, the torque, or 

physical effort, felt by the user increases.  These torque requirements are addressed during 

system level testing.     

 

2.1.3  AC Output Power  

PedalPower must output a 120 VAC, 60 Hz signal, to power the attached load.  Failure to produce 

this signal will cause damage to loads connected for more than a few seconds.  We require the 

entire system process to be at least 80% power efficient in order to not lose significant amounts 

of the user-generated power.  This includes the AC-source and DC-source power combination, as 

well as the DC-to-AC inverting process.  Failure to meet this specification will render 

PedalPower inefficient and not a success.   

 

2.2  I22ER-MODULE REQUIREME2TS 

PedalPower’s inner-modules need to meet specific requirements related to system protection 

components, AC-source side components, and DC-source side components in order to fulfill the 

system requirements previously discussed.  Because of the sensitive characteristics of our 

modules, correct voltage and current levels must be supplied to PedalPower’s subsystems at all 

times.  Refer to Appendix D for the full list of specifications.   

 

2.2.1  System Protection Components 

Depending on the pedaling speed of the user, PedalPower draws power at various levels from the 

wall outlet.  To protect against power surges and current flowing back into our subsystems, our 

team designed a system protection scheme for the AC-source side of PedalPower.  This scheme 

consists of two solid-state relays, two electro-mechanical relays, two diodes, and four fuses and 

is discussed in greater detail later in this report.  The relays in PedalPower perform the bypass 

function of our design, allowing for 100% power efficiency when the user is not pedaling.   
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The relays’ specifications are broken into two parts, control and load.  The control characteristics 

of the two solid-state relays accept a voltage signal between 3 VDC and 32 VDC at between 10 mA 

and 13 mA. The load characteristics accept a voltage signal between 12 V and 280 V, either DC 

or AC, with current not exceeding 12 A [2].  For the two electro-mechanical relays, the controls 

must accept a nominal voltage of 120 VAC and the relay’s contact current must not exceed 10 A 

[3].   

 

In order to protect individual modules from one another and to separate the AC and DC source 

sides, we placed two large diodes in our circuit, also referred to as the auctioneering circuit.  The 

diodes have a forward continuous current rating of 16 A [4].  To protect our subsystem 

components and to provide a safe prototype for users, the subsystem current is required to never 

exceed 10 A.  Four 10 A fuses must be used to both protect the DC-to-AC inverter module, as 

well as serve as circuit breakers if the system’s current exceeds 10 A.      

 

2.2.2 AC-Source Side Components 

The AC-source side components consist of a transformer, a diode bridge rectifier (DBR), and a 

DC-to-DC buck converter, all of which operate under certain voltage and current restraints.  

Because we use power electronic components to combine our power sources, a transformer is 

necessary to step the voltage from 120 VAC to approximately 25 VAC.  This voltage is a safe 

operating voltage level for the components we have chosen.  Based on the specifications for the 

incoming wall power and the current rating of the subsystem, the transformer needs to handle an 

incoming voltage of 120 VAC at 60 Hz with a maximum current of 10 A [5].  

 

The DBR will convert the stepped-down AC signal into a DC signal for use in the rest of the 

system.  Based on the specifications for the transformer, the DBR will need to handle 25 VAC at 

10 A as an input.  Additionally, we will need to size the capacitor in the DBR to provide no more 

than 5% voltage ripple at its output [6].  This voltage ripple limitation improves the efficiency of 

the DBR circuit.   
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The buck converter will lower the voltage level of the power coming from the DBR before being 

combined with the user-generated DC power.  This voltage regulation is accomplished by using 

a MOSFET as a high frequency switch.  The MOSFET firing circuit takes in a constant input 

signal from a resistor circuit.  This signal will control the duty cycle of the switch, which is the 

amount of time the switch is open during one cycle. The MOSFETs we have chosen can with 

stand up to 200 V and 30 A, which is well above the specifications for the system [7]. 

 

2.2.3  DC-Source Side Components 

The main component on the DC-source side of PedalPower is the DC generator, which produces 

a DC voltage and current as the user pedals.  The voltage regulator will limit the maximum 

produced voltage to 13.7 volts, as shown in Appendix D [8].  The input to the generator, which is 

user pedaling, will vary depending on the user’s effort and the amount of torque produced by the 

load.   

 

2.3  USER I2TERFACE REQUIREME2TS 

PedalPower’s user interface is broken in to three categories: bicycle, visual feedback, and 

electrical output.  The following interface requirements will help promote safe operation and 

provide sufficient system feedback for the user.     

 

2.3.1  Bicycle 

The nature of our device requires the user to physically rotate the pedals in a circular motion 

with their feet while sitting on a mounted bicycle.  The pedals turn the DC generator shaft, thus 

creating electricity.  The pedals and generator need to be physically isolated from the 

PedalPower’s inner electronic components in order to provide a sturdy interface for the user, as 

well as to prevent damage to PedalPower’s circuitry.  In order to minimize costs, the IEEE 

Power and Energy Society (PES) allowed our team to borrow their DC power bike for this 

project, which can be mounted approximately 5 feet away from our circuitry. 

 

2.3.2  Visual Feedback 

The visual feedback system consists of eight light emitting diodes (LEDs).  When PedalPower’s 

is in bypass mode, the 4 red LEDs associated with bypass mode will light up, but once the user 
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begins to pedal and produce above 12 VDC, PedalPower will switch into non-bypass mode.  After 

switching into non-bypass mode, the 4 blue LEDs associated with non-bypass mode will light up 

and the red bypass LEDs will turn off.  We discuss bypass and non-bypass mode later in this 

report. 

 

2.3.3  Electrical Output 

PedalPower’s electrical output needs to be a single, female, three-prong outlet found in North 

American homes for 120 VAC, 60 Hz power [1].  This outlet will allow users to plug their 

standard electronic load’s power cord directly into PedalPower, just like he/she would plug into 

an AC wall outlet.  The maximum current the load can draw is 10 A before blowing 

PedalPower’s fuses, as shown in Appendix D.  Because of these current restraints and the overall 

safety of the user, PedalPower should not be used to power a device that requires greater than 

500 W of power.  This will keep the load well below the 1200 W threshold of 120 VAC drawing 

10 A of current.    

 

3.0  DESIG2 PROBLEM SOLUTIO2 

 

PedalPower implements the use of power electronic devices and numerous circuit techniques to 

combine user-generated DC power with AC wall power in order to energize an electronic load 

with at least 80% power efficiency.  PedalPower will operate in two modes, bypass and non-

bypass, and its subsystems can be broken into two sides according to their sources, AC-side and 

DC-side.  In order for both sides to function together, information must flow from one subsystem 

to another, which the comparator circuit controls.  The comparator circuit’s logic also controls 

switching between the two power sources.  The block diagram of PedalPower, as shown in 

Figure 1 on the page 7, shows three different colored lines and functional flow arrows.  Black 

lines correspond to power flow connections, red lines correspond to control signal connections, 

and the purple line corresponds to the bypass system connection. 
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Figure 1. PedalPower Block Diagram   

 

3.1  BYPASS/2O2-BYPASS MODE 

PedalPower operates in two modes, bypass and non-bypass.  The microcontroller comparator 

circuit controls both modes.  As the user turns the pedals, a generator shaft is subsequently 

turned, creating a DC voltage, which is held at a constant level by the voltage regulator.  

Simultaneously, the microcontroller monitors the amount of DC voltage produced by the user 

and produces a control signal.  This control signal activates PedalPower’s bypass relays, routing 

AC wall power either around the circuit or into PedalPower.  When in bypass mode, PedalPower 

simply acts as an extension cord to the load, avoiding the inner circuitry and therefore avoiding 

any loss in power efficiency.  Bypass mode occurs when the user is either not pedaling or not 

generating the required voltage level.  Non-bypass mode activates when the user is generating 

the required voltage level, which occurs at constant pedaling.  As a result, PedalPower directs 

AC wall power into its inner electronics and begin the power transformation process.  
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3.1.1  Relay Scheme  

In order to implement the bypass functionality of PedalPower, different parts of the circuit need 

to be open circuited.  Using solid state relays controlled by the microcontroller comparator 

circuit is the most efficient way to accomplish this.  As discussed later, we also implemented 

electromechanical relays into our final design solution.  When PedalPower is in bypass mode, the 

solid-state relays, J1 and J3, open and the electromechanical relays, J2 and J4, switch to the 

bypass position, allowing current from the wall outlet to flow to the system output with 100% 

efficiency.  When in non-bypass mode the solid-state relays close and the electromechanical 

relays switch to the non-bypass position, allowing current to flow through the PedalPower 

circuitry and be combined with user generated power.  Figure 2 below illustrates our final relay 

scheme to implement bypass and non-bypass modes.   

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Final Relay Scheme   
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3.1.2  System Protection from Relay Scheme 

System protection devices must be incorporated in our design because PedalPower deals with 

maximum voltages of 120VAC and currents of up to 10 A, both of which could potentially 

damage our circuit components.  The use of relays in our design simplifies this process.  In both 

bypass and non-bypass mode, the electromechanical relays have been configured to isolate one 

portion of PedalPower from the other.  This prevents current from flowing back into the power 

inverter or wall source, both of which are undesirable for our device.  As seen in Figure 2 on 

page 8, electromechanical relay J4 either connects or isolates the PedalPower circuitry to the 

output block.   

 

3.2  MICROCO2TROLLER COMPARATOR CIRCUIT 

The comparator circuit operates as the control system for PedalPower’s bypass circuitry.  The 

comparator circuit controls the switching between bypass and non-bypass modes, which prevents 

the use of PedalPower’s inner electronics when the user is not pedaling.  The comparator circuit 

scales down a sample voltage taken from the output of the generator and runs a series of 

algorithms to determine PedalPower’s mode.  Once the comparator circuit determines 

PedalPower’s mode as either bypass or non-bypass, the comparator outputs an analog control 

signal to initiate the appropriate relay configuration.   

 

3.2.1  Microcontroller Selection 

Our team chose the 9S12DP512 microcontroller board from Tech Arts for use in the 

implementation of PedalPower.  We chose this board to keep the relay logic and control of the 

relays simplistic.  The DP512 provides an easy and convenient interface for this.  Also, the 

DP512 provides and onboard analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for reading the voltage output of 

the generator.  The only drawback of using the DP512 was the unfamiliarity of programming in 

C amongst our team.  However, Billy was able to quickly pick up the operational codes for the 

DP512 and successfully implement the relay logic.  Another option our team considered for relay 

logic control was LabView.  However, since none of our team members has had any reasonable 

experience with this coding language, we decided to use the DP512.  
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3.2.2  Reading In Sample Voltages 

To determine whether or not PedalPower should enter into bypass mode, it is necessary to 

measure the voltage output of the generator using the built-in ADC of the microcontroller. 

Because the microcontroller can only read in voltages between 0 VDC and 5 VDC, we must scale 

down the generator using voltage divider resistors, as shown in Figure 3 below.  Determining the 

values of these resistors will be discussed in a later section. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Generator Voltage Sensing Circuit 

 

3.2.3  Determining Bypass/2on-Bypass Mode 

The nominal output of the generator voltage while the user is steadily pedaling is approximately 

13.7 VDC.  We chose a threshold voltage of approximately 12.0 VDC, which corresponds to value 

240 from the ADC.  If the microcontroller detects a value greater than 240, it will send a control 

signal to the solid-state relays telling them to close and engage the non-bypass circuitry of 

PedalPower.  This non-bypass signal also turns on the blue non-bypass LEDs.  Any value less 

than 240 will keep the solid-state relays open, which engages the bypass mode of PedalPower.   

Please refer to Appendix E for a schematic of the microcontroller port and circuit connections.   

 

3.3  AC-SOURCE SIDE 

When in non-bypass mode, power will be drawn from the AC wall outlet until the user is 

providing all the power required to energize the load.  However, AC and DC power cannot be 

directly combined without converting both to the same signal type, either direct or alternating.  

For simplicity, we have chosen to convert the signals to DC.  Therefore, the AC-side of the 

circuit must step-down the 120VAC source voltage to a level safe for power electronics, typically 

less than 35 volts, and provide a means for rectifying the AC signal to a DC signal.  Finally, the 
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AC-side must have the functionality to limit the rectified DC signal, primarily the voltage, in 

order to successfully implement the diode auctioneering circuit, which is discussed later.  Refer 

to Appendix C for a complete schematic of PedalPower’s inner circuitry including both AC and 

DC-Source Sides.     

 

3.3.1  Transformer and Diode Bridge Rectifier 

 A standard practice for converting AC power into DC power is to use a step-down transformer 

in series with a diode bridge rectifier (DBR).  Therefore, PedalPower uses this exact process in 

regards to converting the AC-side power before passing the signal through the buck converter 

when in non-bypass mode.  While off-the-shelf transformer/DBR devices exist, we chose to 

build our own DBR in order to maximize the device efficiency.  However, it is beyond the scope 

of this project to build our own transformer; therefore, we will borrow a 120-25 volt step-down 

transformer from the ENS Power Lab.  The schematic for our DBR circuit used in PedalPower 

can be seen below in Figure 4.   

 

Figure 4.  Diode Bridge Rectifier Schematic [6, p. 7] 

 

The DBR uses a four diode configuration to force current to flow through the load’s positive 

terminals.  When the AC input is positive, current flows through diodes one and two.  When the 

AC input is negative, the current flows through relays three and four.  This scheme and the 

resulting voltage waveform is shown below in Figure 5 on the next page.     
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Figure 5.  DBR Diode Scheme and Resulting Voltage Signal [6, p. 2] 

 

The DBR circuit also uses an 18mF capacitor to create a ripple voltage from the diode scheme’s 

resulting voltage signal.  This ripple voltage powers the load as the capacitor discharges.  Refer 

to Figure 6 below for an illustration of this.    

 

 

 

Figure 6.  DBR Ripple Voltage [6, p. 3] 
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3.3.2  DC-to-DC Buck Converter 

 The DC-to-DC Buck Converter regulates the voltage signal that is passed from the DBR circuit 

to the remaining elements of PedalPower.  The buck converter regulates the input voltage signal 

based on its duty cycle, which is set by its firing circuit and controls the length of time the 

MOSFET switch is open or closed.  In order to manually set the buck converter’s duty cycle and 

frequency, we installed an adjustable potentiometer within the firing circuit, labeled as A10kΩ in 

Figure 7 below.  This potentiometer varies in resistance, allowing us to adjust the duty cycle 

from approximately 5% to 95%.   Therefore, we could change the duty cycle in order to 

accommodate for loads of various impedances.  Please refer to Figure 7 below for the schematic 

of our MOSFET firing circuit.  Note that green lines represent ground connections, blue and 

black lines represent signal connections, and the red line represents the power connection from a 

12 volt wall wart.   

 

 

 

Figure 7.  MOSFET Firing Circuit Schematic [9, pp. 23-4] 

 

Once our team completed wiring together the buck converter’s firing circuit, the construction of 

the actual DC-to-DC buck converter began.  Refer to Figure 8 on page 14 for the schematic of 

our buck converter.  Note that the values of L and C are 100µH and 2200µF, respectively.   
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Figure 8.  DC-to-DC Buck Converter Schematic [10, p. 1] 

 

As previously discussed, the functionality of the buck converter depends on the duty cycle, D, 

controlling the MOSFET’s switching speed.   When the switch is closed for T seconds, the diode 

becomes reversed biased and the input voltage charges the inductor.  When the switch is open, 

the diode becomes forward biased and the inductor discharges through the capacitor and output 

terminals.  A smaller duty cycle forces a smaller input voltage into the circuit, therefore 

decreasing the output voltage.  Refer to Figure 9 below for schematics illustrating the different 

switching phases.   

 

 

Figure 9.  Buck Converter Switching Schematic [10, p. 1] 

 

3.4  DC-SOURCE SIDE  

The DC-source side of PedalPower will provide the user-generated power when in non-bypass 

mode.  This side of the circuit has direct contact with the user, using the pedals as the primary 

user interface component.  The DC side of the circuit will provide a means for generating DC 

power and regulating the voltage source created.  This will be accomplished by attaching bicycle 

pedals to a specific gear ratio that spin a generator.  The produced DC current and voltage will 

then flow into the auctioneering node and combine with the rectified AC-side current and 

voltage, as shown in Figure 1 on page 7.     
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The first key component of PedalPower is the machine that will convert the user’s physical 

energy into electrical energy.  Our team explored two different options for this machine, a 

generator and an alternator.  We were quickly able to rule the alternator because it would require 

the user to pedal at a constant speed in order to maintain the desired frequency of 60 Hz [1]; this 

is just not feasible.  A generator will allow the user to pedal at any speed desired without 

affecting the voltage frequency because the voltage output of a generator is DC, as opposed to 

the AC output of an alternator [11].  Because we have chosen to use a generator in our design, 

we based all other components of PedalPower around the DC output of the generator.  To 

prototype PedalPower, we borrowed IEEE Power and Energy Society’s DC generator which 

regulates the output voltage at 13.7 VDC.  Because we borrowed the DC power bike, we incurred 

no additional costs related to this subsystem.   

 

3.5  DIODE AUCTIO2EERI2G CIRCUIT 

PedalPower needed to implement a procedure to switch between the AC wall outlet source and 

the DC generator, as well as provide a means for combining the two sources together.  

Depending on the amount of user-generated DC power, the AC wall outlet will either provide 

supplemental power or no power at all.  Therefore, PedalPower’s circuit design must have the 

functionality to block current flow from the AC side.  Also, to prevent damage to our buck 

converter and DC generator, PedalPower must prevent reverse current flow in the circuit, 

allowing current to only flow into the load.   

 

At first, our team believed that the buck converter could limit the power flow from the AC-

source side.  However, the buck converter only limits the voltage signal of the output.  Therefore, 

PedalPower uses a diode auctioneering circuit to switch between the two power sources.  The 

auctioneering node’s potential determines the bias of PedalPower’s diodes, which can be either 

forward or reversed biased.  Diodes act as a one-way street.  When forward biased, current can 

flow through a diode.  But when reversed biased, the diode blocks current flow, acting like an 

open circuit [12].  The voltage outputs of the buck converter and the voltage regulator will 

determine the auctioneering node’s potential.  When the user is generating all the power required 

to energize the load, the buck converter will keep the AC-side voltage level below the 

auctioneering node’s potential.  This voltage regulation induces the AC-side diode into reverse 
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bias, causing no power to be drawn from the AC wall outlet due to the open circuit.  On the other 

hand, as the user stops pedaling, the voltage output of the DC-side voltage regulator falls below 

the voltage output of the buck converter, thus causing the DC-side diode to become reversed 

biased.  This state will occur only for milliseconds before PedalPower switches into bypass 

mode.  When the user is producing a significant amount of power, but not the full load 

requirement, current from the AC wall outlet will naturally flow into the inner circuitry of 

PedalPower.  By keeping the output voltage of the buck converter within approximately 0.6 volts 

of the DC generator’s output voltage, both diodes remain forward biased, allowing the necessary 

power to flow from the wall outlet and supplement the user-generated power [12].  As previously 

discussed, the buck converter’s duty cycle controls the output voltage of the buck converter.  

Refer to Figure 10 on below for a visual representation of the auctioneering node and circuit.  

These diodes also offer equipment protection because current will not be allowed to flow back 

into the DC generator or the buck converter.   

 

 

Figure 10.  Diode Auctioneering 2ode Schematic 

 

3.6  DC-TO-AC POWER I2VERTER 

Because PedalPower combines DC power internally, but standard electronic loads require AC 

power, our design will need to invert the DC signal back to AC before the final output.  Our team 

originally decided to build an H-Bridge inverter, which uses MOSFETs to simulate an acceptable 

AC signal.  However, implementing the H-Bridge inverter also required the use of a step-up 

transformer.  The resulting impedance of the H-Bridge inverter and transformer was too large for 
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our circuit.  Therefore, our team decided to replace the H-Bridge inverter with a store-bought 

200 Watt power inverter. 

 

The power inverter takes in an input of approximately 15 VDC and outputs 120 VAC with a 

maximum power rating of 200 watts, as shown in Appendix D.  The output characteristics of the 

inverter allow us to power any standard electronic load, such as a computer monitor.  However, 

because of the sensitivity of the power inverter’s input, our team needed to design the relay 

system protection scheme to prevent current arcing and power surges.  The power inverter is 

rated at an average of 87% efficiency, which is well above our requirement of 80% system 

efficiency. 

 

3.7  USER I2TERFACE 

PedalPower’s user interface is simple and user-friendly, consisting of both user inputs and 

outputs.  Refer to Appendix A for a diagram of PedalPower’s inputs and outputs.   The user 

inputs, on/off switch and user pedaling, will provide the functionality for turning on the system 

and producing user-generated power.  This interface allows the user to walk up to PedalPower 

and start exercising with very little hassle.  Eight light emitting diodes (LEDs) display the current 

state of PedalPower.  For example, the LEDs represent on/off, bypass mode, and non-bypass 

mode.  This simple output interface provides a quick reference to tell the user what mode 

PedalPower is currently in.  Although our team intended on monitoring power consumption in 

detail, the complexity of the circuit components and relay schemes pushed those measurements 

beyond the scope of our project.     

 

3.8  COST/BE2EFIT A2ALYSIS  

Designing and building an efficient exercise machine that allowed for practical application in 

homes and small businesses was the main goal of our project.  In order to analyze the cost of the 

product against its benefit to the user, one must take into consideration numerous factors.  As 

discussed in section six, the actual total cost of PedalPower is approximately $526.28.  In today’s 

exercise market, exercise machines can run from hundreds to thousands of dollars.  Although we 

did not have the tools to test the quality of the exercise PedalPower provides to its user, we can 

estimate from experience that exercising with PedalPower is comparable to that of an ordinary 
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exercise bike.  However, PedalPower adds the functionality of a supplemental energy device that 

limits electric utility usage, as discussed previously in this report.  Therefore, we cannot help but 

assume that if PedalPower is built and marketed for mainstream production, the benefit of 

exercising with this device will eventually overcome the initial cost of purchasing it.   

 

4.0  DESIG2 IMPLEME2TATIO2 

 
Due to the complexity of PedalPower’s circuitry, implementing our design required knowledge 

from previous coursework, previous lab experience, and engineering creativity.  Because all four 

members of our team have experience in power electronics, we anticipated the implementation of 

our AC-source side circuitry to be fairly simple.  However, during the implementation of our 

comparator circuit and relay scheme, our team found it necessary to adjust our original design to 

adapt to unforeseen issues.  Discussion of implementing PedalPower’s design is found below.   

 

4.1  AC-SOURCE SIDE IMPLEME2TATIO2 

As previously mentioned, our team’s implementation of our AC-source side circuit, which 

consists of the transformer, DBR, and buck converter, went smoothly in the lab.  We can account 

for the minimal error in implementation due to our team’s familiarity with the circuits.  Each 

team member took a course on power electronics in the past and built a similar circuit.  Our team 

was not required to adjust any component specifications or design configurations in order to 

achieve maximum efficiency with the AC-source side circuitry.  Implementation of this circuitry 

involved our team building and connecting the DBR and buck converter together.  Once our 

teams completing building these subsystems, they were connected to the AC source and step-

down transformer.  Testing of the AC-source side circuitry is discussed in section 5.   Refer to 

section 3.3 for discussion on theoretical and practical design of the AC-source side circuitry.  

Also, refer to Appendix C for a complete schematic of PedalPower’s inner circuitry.     

 

4.2  DC-SOURCE SIDE IMPLEME2TATIO2 

Similar to the AC-source side circuitry, our team’s implementation of the DC-source side 

circuitry, which consists of the power bicycle, DC generator, and a capacitor bank, went 

smoothly in the lab.  We can credit our previous lab work and familiarity with the power bike for 
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this seamless implementation.  Implementing the DC-source side circuitry involved our team 

mounting the bicycle to the generator, connecting the generator terminals to the capacitor bank, 

and connecting the capacitor bank’s output to the DC input of the auctioneering circuit.  This 

process takes approximately ten minutes and our team never experienced problems during 

implementation.  Refer to section 3.4 for a detailed theoretical and practical discussion of the 

DC-source side circuitry.  Refer to Appendix C for a detailed schematic of PedalPower’s inner 

circuitry.    

 

4.3  AUCTIO2EERI2G CIRCUIT IMPLEME2TATIO2 

Our team’s implementation of the auctioneering circuit also went smoothly in the lab due to our 

familiarity with the circuit components.  This implementation involved our team building the 

auctioneering node, which is discussed in section 3.5.  This process took roughly two hours and 

included attaching the two source inputs with soldered wires to a common terminal block, or 

node.  Our team also attached three 0.01 Ohm shunt resistors in series with the terminal block 

wiring in order to measure current flow during system testing.  Our team came across no delays 

or problems when implementing this circuit.  Again, please refer to Appendix Cfor a detailed 

schematic of PedalPower’s inner circuitry.    

 

4.4  BYPASS RELAY COORIDI2ATIO2  

To facilitate the switching between bypass and non-bypass modes, we implemented two styles of 

relays, solid-state and electromechanical, for power routing and system protection.  In order to 

control these relays, the microcontroller monitors the generator’s output voltage and sends 

control signals to the relay control ports.  Because of the complexity involved with instantaneous 

switching and system protection considerations, implementing the bypass relay configuration 

was the most difficult design implementation.   

 

4.4.1  Initial Design 

 Our team’s initial design plan required only two solid-state relays located between the 

transformer and the wall source, as depicted in the block diagram in Figure 1 on page 7.  This 

relay coordination closes one relay at a time and only routes the hot wire from the wall source.  

While in bypass mode, the first relay closes and routes full wall power to PedalPower’s output, 
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essentially acting as an extension cord with 100% efficiency.  The second relay opens and does 

not route any power to the transformer.  While in non-bypass mode, the first relay opens and the 

second relay closes, routing power to the transformer and enabling PedalPower’s AC-source side 

circuitry.  After installing the two solid-state relays, we encountered a serious flaw in the relay 

logic because we neglected how the neutral wire from the wall source would interact with the 

system.  Our team realized we could not simply run a neutral line to the output because this 

creates a short circuit, effectively making the circuitry of PedalPower inoperable.  This led to an 

intermediate solution described in the next section.   

 

4.4.2  Relay Addition 

In order to route the neutral wire to the output, we added a third solid-state relay between the 

transformer and wall source.  We configured the relay logic such that when in bypass mode both 

the hot and neutral bypass relays close and route power to the output while the transformer relay 

would remain open.  For non-bypass mode the hot and neutral relays open and the transformer 

relay closes.  However, during testing we destroyed our power inverter.  We found that because 

we connected the inverter output and the bypass wires to the same node, current flowed back into 

the power inverter output, damaging its internal components.  We needed to isolate the inverter 

output from the system output.  We explain our solution in the next section. 

 

4.4.3  Electromechanical Relays 

When we placed our parts order through Mouser Electronics, we purchased the last three solid-

state relays they had in stock that met our current and control voltage specifications.  The lead 

time for additional identical relays was seven weeks.  As a result, it was not possible to obtain 

more relays in time for the open house presentation.  While looking online for substitute relays, 

we discovered Fry’s Electronics sold the relays that we required.  Therefore, we purchased two 

NTE R02-11A10-120N double pole/double throw (DPDT) relays that used 120 VAC as a control 

signal.  However, we did not realize at the time of purchase that the DPDT enabled us to use one 

relay to route/interrupt both hot and neutral bypass wires to the output.  Figure 11 on page 21 

shows the pin configuration of the NTE relay.  Pins 2 and 7 are the connection for the relay coil.  

When 120 VAC is applied across the coil, pin 1 connects to pin 3, and pin 8 connects to pin 6.  
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Otherwise, pin 1 connects to pin 4 and pin 8 connects to pin 5, which is the relay’s normal 

configuration.  

 

Figure 11. 2TE R02-11A10-1202 Relay Pin Schematic 

 

Because we used a 5 VDC control signal from the microcontroller to control the solid-state relays, 

there was confusion at first as to how to open/close the electromechanical relays with the 

required 120 VAC.  However, Billy came up with the idea to use the NTE relay, combined with a 

solid-state relay, to route hot and neutral to the output.   

 

When the microcontroller comparator circuit sensed a voltage larger than 12 VDC from the 

generator, it sent a control signal to the solid-state relay (J1 in Figure 12 on page 22), closing it 

and energizing the transformer, which also energized the electromechanical relay coil.  Thus pin 

1 connected to pin 3 and pin 8 connected to pin 5.  Recall that pins 3 and 5 have no connection. 

Therefore, the bypass circuit turns off.  This can be visually seen in Figure 12.  We also 

connected the two remaining solid-state relays to the hot and the neutral output of the power 

inverter.  These relays open when the circuit is in bypass mode.  When in non-bypass mode, all 

three solid-state relays close.  However, during testing of this relay scheme, we found that one of 

the solid-state relays had been damaged during testing of a pervious relays scheme and was 

permanently closed.  This created a short circuit on the neutral wire, almost damaging the power 

inverter again.  
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Figure 12.  PedalPower with Electromechanical Relay Configuration. 

 

4.4.4  Final Relay Configuration 

With the two electromechanical relays our team purchased, we needed to design a scheme to 

replace the two solid-state relays between the power inverter output and the system output.  Billy 

adjusted his original idea for energizing the second electromechanical relay coil by tapping the 

control signal off the first electromechanical relay. Figure 13 on page 23 illustrates our final 

relay solution.  Relay numbers for the following paragraph will be referenced from this figure.  

 

The connections to relays J1 and J2 remain unchanged from the previous configuration.  We 

moved the remaining functional solid-state relay between J2 and J4, the two electromechanical 

relays.  This was done to minimize any delay when de-energizing the relay coil in J4.  The two 

solid-state relays will either be both open (bypass mode) or closed (non-bypass mode).  The 

connections for J4 are as follows.  The relay coil energizes from pins 3 and 6 of relay J2.  Note 

that pins 3 and 6 of J2 have 120 VAC when the circuit is in non-bypass mode.  This leads to J4 

pin 1, the power inverter neutral, being connected to J4 pin 3.  Also, J4 pin 8 connects to J4 pin 6 

when the circuit is in non-bypass mode.  Otherwise, J4 pin 8 connects to J4 pin 5 and J4 pin 1 

connects to J4 pin 4.  To put it simply, the output of the power inverter becomes completely  
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Figure 13.  PedalPower Final Relay Configuration 

 

isolated from the system output and wall source when the circuit is in bypass mode, solving our 

power surge problem.   

 

4.5  MICROCO2TROLLER IMPLEME2TATIO2 

The microcontroller provides all the relay logic and voltage sensing for PedalPower. We chose to 

use the 9S12DP512 (DP512) microcontroller board built by Tech Arts because we only require 

simple computing needs.  Also, this relay is readily available, being left over from a previous 

course.  

 

The original code for the microcontroller polled the ADC to determine the generator voltage 

output, then using “if” statements, the microcontroller sent control signals to the solid-state 

relays.  While this configuration worked for one specific test scenario, it failed for all others, 
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including the final relay design configuration of PedalPower.  We determined the failures to be 

caused by fluctuations in the generator output voltage when the user slowed his/her pedaling. 

Because of these voltage fluctuations and the computing speed of the microcontroller, our relays 

would flip back and forth multiple times, also known as chattering, before settling into a steady 

state.  This chattering caused sudden current surges to inject into the power inverter’s output 

terminals, causing damage to the inverter’s internal components.  However, we chose a robust 

inverter that withstood the current injection multiple times before our team remedied this issue. 

 

The solution to the relay chattering was to add time delays in the relay logic.  The time delay was 

accomplished with nested “for” loops within the “if” statements mentioned previously.  Because 

of this generic time delay method, we do not have a numerical value for the time delay.  

Additionally, to determine how long the “for” loops would count, we used a guess and check 

method.  Starting with 65,535, the largest number the microcontroller can count to without 

producing an overflow error, we tested the time delay and decreased the number until the desired 

time delay was achieved in testing.  This delay effectively reduced current surges and relay 

chattering, which protected our expensive power inverter.   

 

5.0  TEST A2D EVALUATIO2 

 

Testing PedalPower’s circuit modules allowed us to increase efficiency and monitor our 

prototype’s performance while we continued the design and implementation process.  We used 

two types of testing to monitor PedalPower’s performance, oscilloscope signal testing and 

multimeter testing.  Oscilloscope testing proved useful when testing individual subsystems, 

whereas the multimeter allowed us to monitor the efficiency of the entire system while pedaling 

speeds are changing.  Although we addressed individual component testing separately in our 

previously submitted “Testing and Evaluation Plan,” we will address individual component 

testing within the context of our subsystem testing for this report.  Testing and evaluation of the 

AC input, transformer, diode bridge rectifier, buck converter, auctioneering circuit, and power 

inverter are all discussed in the following subsections.    
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5.1  AC I2PUT & TRA2SFORMER 

Because the AC wall source provides the utility power to PedalPower, it is essential that this 

subsystem work correctly.  Since we use a wall outlet as our AC source, we simply measured the 

voltage with a multimeter and check for 120 VAC.  If this failed, we used an oscilloscope to view 

the voltage and frequency.  Therefore, if a wall outlet malfunctioned during testing, we can 

performed these quick tests to debug the situation.  If the voltage from the AC source was less 

than 100 VAC, we considered the test a failure and the wall outlet malfunctioning.  This problem 

would require us to switch to a different work station in the ENS Power Lab.  Only one instance 

of a malfunctioning wall outlet occurred during our testing procedures.  But because of our test 

plan, this problem did not affect our schedule.    

 

Tyler tested the 125 to 25 volt step-down transformer using a multimeter and resistor load.  Tyler 

used a simple procedure.  Simply plug in the transformer to a standard 120 VAC wall outlet, 

attach a temporary load, and measure the voltage output with a multimeter.  He expected values 

of approximately 25 VAC, but if he encountered voltage levels below 20 V or above 30 V, he can 

conclude the transformer is broken and needs to be replaced.  Our team never encountered a 

broken transformer during our testing process.    

 

5.2 DIODE BRIDGE RECTIFIER 

Because the diode bridge rectifier (DBR) is responsible for converting our AC input into a DC 

signal, testing this subsystem for proper functionality is essential.  The first step to test our DBR 

circuit was to first confirm that the diodes were working correctly.  Diodes are more durable than 

MOSFETs, but because we will pass nearly 200 W through the diodes, it was important that we 

continually test them.  Our multimeters have a diode test setting that allows us to test a diode’s 

conductivity and showed that the diodes were working properly.  

 

Once our team tested the diodes, we needed to the discharge voltage across the DBR’s ripple 

capacitor, essentially monitoring the DC voltage being supplied to the load.  We used an 

oscilloscope for this process and collected data while 120 VAC is being supplied to the DBR.  

Our successful test yielded a smooth power curve as the capacitor discharges, shown in Figure 

14 on page 26.  Any sudden changes in the discharge voltage of the capacitor would have 
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indicated that the DBR subsystem was malfunctioning.  In the event we see anything other than a 

smooth power curve, our team could suspect a faulty capacitor installation.  

 

 
  

 

Figure 14.  DBR Capacitor Discharge Waveform  

 
Next, we observed the inverse relation between the ripple voltage and the power delivered to the 

load.   Using the measurements we obtained from module testing and theoretical formulas, we 

calculated %Vripple.  To calculate the experimental values from different loads, we used 
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Figure 15 shows a plot of %Vripple as a function of DC Power (PDC), comparing both 

experimental and theoretically calculated data.  The raw data from our tests can be found in 

Appendix F.     

 

 

 

 Figure 15.  %Vripple vs PDC 

 

From viewing the above plot, it is obvious that our circuit has less ripple, compared to the theory, 

as the power increases.  From this comparison, we assumed that the DC component is more 

dominant than the harmonics created in the circuit.  With less ripple, a more consistent DC 

voltage is supplied.  One possible reason for less ripple in our circuit is because of the capacitor 

used.  The capacitor smooths out the circuit’s waveform.  Note that %Vripple does not exceed 

5%, an important requirement for our DBR circuit.  As a result of these characteristics and the 

lack of defects in our capacitor discharging graph, we concluded the DBR circuit to be working 

effectively and efficiently.   

 

5.3  DC-TO-DC BUCK CO2VERTER  

The buck converter consists of a MOSFET firing circuit and an additional control circuit layout 

which required delicate and precise testing.  First, to test the functionality of the buck converter, 
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we tested its MOSFET.  The buck converter’s MOSFET has over 200 W of power passed 

through it, and because of the large amounts of power present, we were always mindful that it 

could fail.  To test the MOSFET, we measured the gate-to-source waveforms and compared them 

to the expected graph shown in Figure 16 below to ensure proper working functionality.  We 

anticipated problems with our MOSFETs due to their sensitivity to over-current conditions.  As a 

result, we ordered 20 identical units to prevent delays incurred through ordering replacement 

parts.  Throughout our testing procedure, we only destroyed one MOSFET.  Therefore, we plan 

on donating our excess supply to the ENS Power Lab.  Our MOSFET tests yielded waveforms 

similar to Figure 16.  As a result, we continued to test the buck converter.     

 

 

 

Figure 16.  Gate-to-Source Voltage Signal for Working MOSFET [9, p. 18] 

 

Next, to test the buck converter’s circuit components, we measured and compared the input 

power versus the output power.  The output power of the buck converter was approximately 95% 

efficient.  Deviation from this efficiency would indicate a damaged circuit component, 

something we never witnessed.  If we viewed anything less than 80% efficient, it would be likely 

that the MOSFET was not functioning properly.  To also verify the working functionality of our 

buck converter, our team compared the ratios of experimental Vout/Vin to theoretical Vout/Vin.  

Using the following formula and multimeter measurements, with D representing the duty cycle, 

our team plotted the graph shown in Figure 17 on page 29.  The raw data for this plot can be 
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found in Appendix F.  From the comparison of experimental and theoretical Vout/Vin ratios, it is 

clear that our buck converter was working correctly.   

 

Vout =D x Vin                     (4) [10] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 17.  Experimental Vout/Vin vs Theoretical Vout/Vin 

 

5.4  DC-TO-AC I2VERTER    

Testing the DC-to-AC Inverter is critical because it converts our combined DC power sources 

into 120 V, 60 Hz AC output.  Similar to the buck converter, the H-Bridge uses MOSFETs for 

high-speed switching.  Our team used the same procedure used to test the inverter’s MOSFETs 

as we did the buck converter’s MOSFET. 

 

The isolated firing circuits that control the MOSFETs were the next components to test.  These 

circuits are electrically isolated in order to prevent corrupted control signals.  Using a multimeter 

to measure resistances, Patrick confirmed that each firing circuit does not share a common 

ground with the larger circuit components, such as the capacitors and inductors.  We measured 

an infinite resistance between each of the isolated components, thus demonstrating that each 
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component is in fact electrically isolated.  Any value less than infinity would be considered a 

failure and the firing circuit would need to be rewired.    

 

Finally, we used the H-Bridge inverter as an audio amplifier to test if the circuit is modifying its 

input signals correctly.  To test our inverted output signal, Patrick compared the output to a 120 

VAC, 60 Hz control signal.  A standard AC wall wart provided the control signal input.  The 

output signal and control signal were identical.  An example comparison is shown in Figure 18 

below.  If the signals are not similar in appearance, a component within the four firing circuits 

has failed.  This scenario would have required numerous test procedures that involve retesting 

the individual firing circuits and MOSFETs discussed above.  

 

 

 

Figure 18.  Example of H-Bridge Signal Comparison  

 
As discussed in Section 3.6, in order to implement the H-Bridge circuit as our DC-to-AC 

inverter, a step-up transformer is required.  The voltage output of the H-Bridge inverter was 

approximately 14 VAC.  However, standard electronic loads require approximately 120 VAC.  

Connecting the step-up transformer in series with the H-Bridge created a large impedance within 

our circuit, causing our system currents to measure greater than 10 A.  This topic is discussed in 

greater detail in section 5.6.  This measurement violated our system requirements and posed a 

danger to our components, as well as our personal safety during testing.  As a result, our team 
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decided to replace the H-Bridge inverter circuit with a store-bought 200 W power inverter.  This 

inverter takes in approximately 12 to 15 VDC as an input and outputs 120 VAC at a maximum of 

200 W.  When testing this component, our team monitored the output voltage signal on an 

oscilloscope and deamed the component working correctly.   

 

5.5  DC-SOURCE SIDE TESTI2G 

Testing the DC-source side circuit was a quick and simple procedure.  After successfully 

connecting the generator output wires to the appropriate auctioneering circuit terminal block, one 

team member would begin to pedal the bike.  As the team member pedaled, another team 

member monitored the generator’s output voltage.  As expected, the generator always outputted 

a maximum of 13.7 VDC.  This is due to the internal voltage regulator built into the DC 

generator.  Our team never experienced a problem when testing the DC-source side circuit.   

 

5.6  SYSTEM EFFICIE2CIES 

Our team tested PedalPower’s efficiency at various duty cycle settings in order to maximize the 

power efficiency of the entire system.  In order to do this, we measured the power output versus 

the power input of both the DC and AC-source side circuits before the DC-to-AC inverting stage.  

As seem in Figure 19 on page 32, at duty cycles other than approximately 38%, PedalPower’s 

efficiency fell below our requirement of 80%.  These inefficiencies are related to the 

functionality of the auctioneering circuit, discussed in section 3.5.  It is no surprise that the most 

efficient setting for the buck converter’s duty cycle was at a duty cycle of approximately 38%, 

which yielded an output voltage equal to approximately 13.2 volts.  This is because the 

maximum output of the DC generator is 13.7 VDC.  As discussed in section 3.5, by keeping the 

two source voltages within approximately 0.6 or 0.7 volts of each other, both diodes will remain 

in forward bias, allowing both sides of the circuit to contribute current to the load.  If one source 

voltage becomes one volt larger than the other, the AC and DC-side diodes will become reverse 

biased and open up their respective circuit.  As a result of this testing, we set the buck 

converter’s duty cycle to approximately 38%, which allowed both diodes to remain in forward 

bias.  Please refer to Appendix F for the raw data for Figure 19.   
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Figure 19.  PedalPower Efficiency at each Duty Cycle 

 

With each component of our system operating under desired specifications with the buck 

converter’s output at approximately 13.2 VDC, we proceeded to test the entire PedalPower system 

using a standard 150 Watt light bulb.  The 150 Watt light bulb load demonstrated that our output 

voltage was entirely too low to be useable in real work scenarios, as discussed previously in 

section 5.4.  The light bulb was receiving on average 20 VAC when we were expecting 120 VAC. 

We believed this was largely due to the small transformer we had connected.  While we started 

out using a 3-to-1 voltage transformer to power the light bulb, we found a stronger 12-to-1 

transformer that theoretically would give us the 120 VAC we required.  After connecting the 

larger transformer, we noticed the bike began to get hard to pedal and parts of our circuit were 

heating up.  The 12-to-1 transformer was drawing 11.5 A to compensate for the lack of AC 

voltage.  Our 10 A fuses were blown in the process.  We concluded that the 12-to-1 transformer 

acted as a large load while trying to boost our voltage.  The transformer required more current 

than our circuit was designed to supply.  Therefore, we needed a new system component, a 200 

W DC-to-AC power inverter, to fix our AC output problem.  
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While the inverter we built worked well given our original specifications, the car inverter 

allowed us to continuously output the desired 120 VAC without drawing currents over 10 A.  The 

car inverter boosted the DC voltage up to 140 volts and then sent it though its inverter, which 

outputs an average of 120 VAC.  We could have built a similar device given an additional two 

weeks, but we did not know we needed it until the last week of PedalPower construction.  The 

car inverter was a simple and efficient solution to our problem, continuously outputting 120 VAC 

while drawing less than 3 A at approximately 87% power efficiency. 

 

As a result of the addition of the 200 W power inverter, we could estimate the average overall 

system efficiency of PedalPower.  As seen in Figure 19 on page 32, system efficiency before the 

inverter and at a duty cycle of approximately 38% is approximately 93%.  Sending a 93% 

efficient signal through an 87% efficient power inverter yields an overall average efficiency of 

approximately 81%.  This value is higher than our requirement of 80%.  Therefore, our overall 

system efficiency passed our initial requirements.       

 

5.7  BYPASS A2D RELAY TESTI2G 

As mentioned in our original specifications, we wanted to design a system that could seamlessly 

transition between bypass mode and non-bypass mode.  To accomplish this functionality, our 

team vigorously tested our relays, microcontroller, and overall bypass scheme.   

  

5.7.1  Solid-State Relay and Microcontroller Interface Testing 

In order to ensure our relay schemed functioned correctly, our team tested both the 

microcontroller and the solid-state relays it controlled.  PedalPower’s solid-state relays operate 

with a 3-32 VDC control signal [13].  If the signal is above 3 VDC, then the switch closes, 

allowing current to flow from one contact to the other.  A signal less than 3 VDC will open the 

switch, causing no current will flow.  The DP512 microcontroller outputs a 5 VDC signal from its 

port pins, which is ideal for controlling the solid-state relays.  To test that the microcontroller is 

actually outputting a 5 VDC signal to the solid-state relays, we connected LEDs in parallel to the 

port pins of the relay control on the microcontroller circuit.  If the LEDs turn on, we know which 
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port is outputting the control signal.  Additionally, the solid-state relay manufacturer installed an 

LED indicator on the relay itself, which turns on when the relay receives a control signal.    

 

The relays we purchased have a contact current rating of 12 A.  Any current above this value will 

potentially damage the internal silicon switching mechanism, rendering the relay useless [13].  

To test that the relay operates as expected, we used a multimeter to measure the resistance 

between the relay’s two contact terminals.  When the relay is off, the resistance between the 

contacts must be infinite.  When the relay is on, the resistance should be less than 1 Ohm.  Any 

deviation from these values indicates a critical failure of the relay, which should be assessed 

immediately to prevent short circuits within the PedalPower. 

 

5.7.2  Electromechanical Relay Testing 

The NTE electromechanical relays we purchased use a relay coil, which is energized at 120 VAC, 

as the switching/control mechanism.  The relays are DPDT, or double pole, double throw, which 

are simply two position switches [3].  As shown in Figure 11 on page 21, the relay, with a de-

energized coil, should connect pin 1 to pin 4 and pin 8 to pin 5, with less than one Ohm 

resistance between the two pins.  When the coil energizes, pin 1 connects to pin 3 and pin 8 to 

pin 6 with less than one ohm resistance.  Also, an infinite resistance should be between pins 3 

and 4, and pins 5 and 6 at all times.  Any deviation from these norms indicates relay failure, 

which must be assessed immediately to prevent short circuits within the PedalPower.  The use of 

multimeters allowed our team to easily check the resistances between the electromechanical 

relays’ pins.    

 

5.7.3  Bypass Circuitry Testing 

PedalPower’s bypass circuitry is comprised of both solid-state and electromechanical relays, and 

it plays a critical role delivering power to the output of PedalPower.  To test the functionality of 

the bypass circuitry, we first disconnect the main PedalPower circuitry from the output.  Then we 

place a 120 W light bulb at the output (right hand side of J4in Figure 13 on page 23) and another 

where PedalPower’s inner circuitry was previously connected (left hand side of J4 in Figure 13).   

Connecting two loads allows us to visually monitor current flow back into the system.  We also 

check for zero voltage at the PedalPower circuitry terminal when in bypass mode, and zero 
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voltage at the output when in non-bypass mode.  This test ensures that PedalPower’s inner 

circuitry is appropriately isolated from the output while bypass mode is engaged.  We simulated 

user pedaling using a bench-top power supply, allowing the microcontroller to sense an input 

voltage.  If in bypass mode the light bulb on the left hand side lights up, indicating current flow 

and non-zero voltage back into the PedalPower’s inner circuitry, we know that we improperly 

connected PedalPower’s bypass system and should review the final relay scheme outlined in 

section 4.4.4.  When in non-bypass mode, neither light bulb should illuminate and we should 

observe zero voltage and current at both terminals.  Otherwise, we can conclude that we 

incorrectly connected the bypass system, and this issue should be addressed immediately to 

prevent component damage.   

 

6.0  TIME A2D COST CO2SIDERATIO2S 

 

Time and cost considerations were accounted for throughout our project this whole semester.  In 

order to consider our project successful, our team required that we both stay on time and under 

budget.  Because of vigorous project management, we met all of the milestones in our Gantt 

chart found in Appendix B, completing PedalPower for our open house demonstration.  The only 

time restraint we encountered was store hours not allowing us to purchase parts, mainly extra 

relays, when necessary.  When this happened, we worked on other parts of our project to ensure 

that when we purchased the necessary relays, PedalPower’s circuitry was ready for their 

implementation.  Although we were not able to purchase these relays when we needed them, this 

did not affect the overall progress of our project.  Also, our project came in under budget thanks 

to Dr. Grady sponsoring PedalPower.  We originally hoped to keep our own expenses under a 

total of $200.  As shown in our expense table in Appendix B, our total team cost was 

approximately $80.  In response to purchasing extra parts that were not covered by the 

sponsorship, we compiled the receipts and divided the cost evenly among our group members. 

This cost came out to around twenty dollars per member. 
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7.0  SAFETY A2D ETHICAL ASPECTS OF DESIG2 

 

Along with efficiencies and proper functionality, safety and ethical aspects of our design served 

as a critical factor in determining the success of our project.  PedalPower does not pose danger to 

the human life or limb if the user correctly operates our device.  We provide a warning to the 

user that states they are implementing 120 VAC in the system, and if not used properly, it could 

result in serious injury to them or the equipment they are operating.  PedalPower uses 120 VAC 

from the wall outlet.  If one of the terminal blocks is shorted by the user, the short could possibly 

shock the user or burn out components in PedalPower, not allowing it to operate in its desired 

state.  PedalPower does not have any components that emit anything that is harmful to the 

environment.  If anything should go wrong with the components of PedalPower, users should 

properly dispose of the damaged part according to the electronics recycling standards, similar to 

batteries.     

 

While testing our circuit, we blew one power inverter due to a current surge.  After replacing our 

inverter, we implemented two relay switches that open up the AC and DC side of PedalPower 

during bypass mode.  This allows all the power generated in bypass mode to flow to the load and 

not back through PedalPower’s inner circuitry.  All of our components are protected by this 

scheme because it opens up the circuit, not allowing the current to flow back into our inverter, 

which could potentially destroy the component. 

 

During the testing phase of PedalPower we also burned out several fuses because we were 

drawing too much current through the system.  The basic power components we used for the 

AC-source side of PedalPower are rugged and are rated to withstand a current spike of eight 

amps.  However, the power inverter we used cannot endure eight amp current spikes, but works 

with the expected 2-3.5 amps under normal operation.  To protect our inverter, we installed four 

5 A fuses.  Two fuses are installed on the auctioneering node side, one is connected to the ground 

terminal and the other one is connected to the positive terminal.  The other two fuses are installed 

on the load side of the inverter, once again one is connected to the ground terminal and the other 

one is connected to the positive terminal.  If ever there is a sudden current surge, the five amp 

fuses will burn out instead of the inverter. 
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During testing, we also noticed that when a user stopped pedaling, the bypass relays flipped five 

or six times before staying off and allowing bypass mode to operate.  The rapid switching on and 

off was mostly likely due to current arcing, or the current being strong enough to arc over an 

open circuit.  The multiple relay flips, or chattering, is not safe for our inverter and its inside 

components began to burn up.  The inverter’s components began to burn because the inverter 

was designed for a continuous 15 VDC source, not a rapid on and off power supply.  Creating a 

delay in the relay switching solved this dilemma, further protecting our inverter.  For example, 

when the user stops pedaling, the generator is still spinning and supplying DC voltage that the 

microcontroller is monitoring.  The capacitor banks that smooth out the voltage from the 

generator do not discharge instantaneously, which caused the rapid flipping of the relays. 

Implementing the delay allows time for the capacitors to discharge, keeping the voltage far 

enough under the threshold voltage that the microcontroller does not turn the relays back on. 

 

Finally, PedalPower creates user-generated power to energize energy the load that is plugged in.  

Our team believes there is a market for an effective exercise machine that and also provides 

supplemental energy to loads.  With PedalPower, the user will be able to accomplish this goal. 

For example, PedalPower would serve the interest of a gym that wants to cut back on its 

electricity costs by using PedalPower exercise bicycles, as opposed to traditional exercise bikes.  

Owners could connect PedalPower to either power a TV in front of the exercise machine, or even 

other exercise machines, cutting back on the total energy consumption of the gym.  If the user 

gets tired and stops pedaling, then bypass mode initiates and the load never loses power.  Also, 

PedalPower will not have to disconnect from the load because it acts as an extension cord when 

in bypass mode.  As a result, PedalPower provides a means for exercising while also working in 

a practical manner for its owner.    

  

8.0  CO2CLUSIO2S A2D RECOMME2DATIO2S 

 

This report discussed our project’s design objectives, project specifications, design solutions, 

implementation techniques, testing procedures, cost/benefit analysis, and safety and ethical 

considerations used to produce a working PedalPower prototype.  In order to consider our project 
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a success, we set two main system requirements, which included an overall system power 

efficiency greater than 80% and a design that allows for practical application for customers.  As 

discussed in section 5.6, our team calculated PedalPower’s average power efficiency as 

approximately 81%.  Also, as discussed in section 7.0, our final prototype allows for practical 

application in both customer homes and large exercise gyms.  Our team believes the ability to 

generate supplemental energy and decrease electric utility cost through exercising proves to be 

an attractive concept.  Therefore, our team met our two main project requirements.   

 

Along with our main project specifications, our prototype met and exceeded the requirements 

established for each subsystem, such as the AC-source side circuitry and DC-source side 

circuitry.  As discussed in section 5.0, vigorous system and subsystem testing confirms the 

successful design and implementation of our project.  The ability to take in two power sources, 

both AC and DC, and efficiently combine them in order to power a load is extremely complex.  

Also, adding a bypass system that instantaneously switches to allow for 100% power efficiency 

when PedalPower is not in use increases this complexity.  We designed PedalPower’s 

subsystems to meet the voltage and current requirements necessary to perform this power 

transformation process.  The results discussed in section 5 support our design.  Therefore, by 

providing a working prototype for our system, our team confirmed that the concept of efficient 

supplemental energy production is possible through exercising.   

 

Although our final design and prototype met our specifications, there is still room for 

improvement.  For example, our team was unable to provide a continuous power source to our 

DC-to-AC power inverter.  Therefore, during testing and demonstrations, our load would lose 

power for a few seconds when the user began to pedal due to the power inverter being turned off.  

A more practical application would provide continuous power to the power inverter, allowing it 

instantaneously invert the output DC signal to an AC signal.  Although this application would 

need to draw more power from an outside source, the smooth transition between powering on 

and off delicate loads would prove its worth by reducing damage at the load input terminals.  

Also, our DC generator regulated its output voltage to 13.7 volts.  This put a large constraint on 

our overall system design.  For example, in order for our buck converter to work efficiently, we 

had to decrease the duty cycle to match the 13.7 volt output from the generator.  If the AC-source 
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side’s output voltage was greater than one volt away from the generator’s output, the DC or AC 

side diode falls into reverse bias, as discussed in section 3.5.  This render’s the average system 

efficiency at about 50%, well below our system’s requirement.  In the future, using a voltage 

regulator that regulates to at a higher voltage could solve this issue.  Therefore, more power 

could be drawn from the AC wall outlet in order to supplement larger loads, such as single-phase 

motors.  However, our design’s final implementation met our project requirements, providing 

solutions for energy consumption and exercise issues.   

 

PedalPower is a unique supplemental energy machine.  To our knowledge, there are no products 

that incorporate both AC and DC power sources to provide continuous power to a load in the 

same manner as PedalPower.  Our team successfully designed, built, tested, and implemented 

our project, as discussed in this report, and we met all of our project specifications, at both the 

system and component levels.  We believe a large market for an exercise machine that provides 

supplemental energy to loads, such as PedalPower, exists, and hope to see a mainstream design 

in the future. 
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APPE2DIX A - PEDAL POWER I2PUT/OUTPUT DIAGRAM 
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APPE2DIX A - PEDAL POWER I2PUT/OUTPUT DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20.  PedalPower Input/Output Diagram
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APPE2DIX B – PROJECT MA2AGEME2T 
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APPE2DIX B – PROJECT MA2AGEME2T 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21.  Project Flow Chart 
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APPE2DIX B – PROJECT MA2AGEME2T 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22.  Final Project Gantt Chart 
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APPE2DIX B – PROJECT MA2AGEME2T 

 

 

Table 1.  Project Price List 

# of 
Units  

Unit Name  Cost per Unit  Team Cost  Actual Cost 

2  Power Plug  2.29  0.00  4.58 

10  MOSFET 250V  1.25  0.00  12.50  

10  MOSFET 200V  1.09  0.00  10.90 

4  Diode  1.34  0.00  5.36 

5  Capacitor  19.00  0.00  95.00 

2  Toggle Switches  .16  0.00  .32 

2  Miniature Toggle Switches  2.93  0.00  5.86 

5   Blue LED  .73  0.00  3.65 

5   Red LED  .11  0.00  .55 

5  Green LED  .12  0.00  .60 

3  Circuit Breaker  2.79  0.00   8.37 

3  Solid State relays  15.86  0.00  47.58 

2 Mechanical relays 15.99 31.98  31.98 

2 Relay bases 2.99 5.98  5.98 

1 Power inverter 29.99 29.99  29.99 

1 Assorted cable ties 7.99 7.99  7.99 

1 Electrical tape 3.99 3.99  3.99 

1 Bicycle 25.00 0.00  25.00 

1 Transformer 19.63 0.00  19.63 

1 Generator 30.00 0.00  121.95 

1 Red wire 6.75 0.00  6.75 

1 Black wire 6.75 0.00  6.75 

1 Microcontroller 71.00 0.00 71.00 

  Total Cost:  79.93  526.28 
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APPE2DIX C – PEDAL POWER I22ER CIRCUITRY SCHEMATIC 
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APPE2DIX C – PEDAL POWER I22ER CIRCUITRY SCHEMATIC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23.  Pedal Power Inner Circuitry Schematic
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APPE2DIX D – COMPO2E2T SPECIFICATIO2S 
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APPE2DIX D – COMPO2E2T SPECIFICATIO2S 

 

Table 2.  Component Specifications 

I2PUT          

Component / 

Module Vmin Vavg Vmax 

Fmin 

(Hz) 

Favg 

(Hz) 

Fmax 

(Hz) 

Imin  

(A) 

Iavg  

(A) 

Imax 

(A) 

Wall Power[1][2] 110 Vac 120 Vac 125 Vac 59.95 60.00 60.05 -- -- 10 A 

Circuit Breaker -- -- 125 Vac -- -- -- -- -- 10 A 

Solid State Relays 
(Load)[3] 12 V -- 280 V -- -- -- -- -- 12 A* 

Solid State Relays 
(Control)[3] 3Vdc -- 32 Vdc -- -- -- 10mA -- 13mA 

Electromechanical 
Relays (Load)[13] -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 10 A 

Electromechanical 
Relays (Control)[13] 115 Vac 120 Vac 125 Vac -- -- -- -- -- 10 A 

Transformer[5] 110 Vac 120 Vac 125 Vac 59.95 60.00 60.05 0.01mA 2A 10A 

Buck Converter 12.5 Vdc 25 Vdc 30 Vdc -- -- -- 0.01mA 2A 10A 

Power Inverter 11 Vdc 12 Vdc 15 Vdc 59.95 60.00 60.05 0.01mA 2A 20 A* 

*note fuse will blow before max relay current is reached       

          

OUTPUT          

Component / 

Module Vmin Vavg Vmax 

Fmin 

(Hz) 

Favg 

(Hz) 

Fmax 

(Hz) 

Imin  

(A) 

Iavg  

(A) 

Imax 

(A) 

Overall System 115 120 125 59.95 60.00 60.05 -- -- 10 

Generator[8][11] 10 12 14 -- -- -- 0.01mA 4A 10A 
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APPE2DIX E – COMPARATOR FLOWCHART & SCHEMATIC 
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APPE2DIX E – COMPARATOR FLOWCHART & SCHEMATIC 

 

 

 

Figure 24.  Microcontroller Logic Flow Chart 
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Figure 
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COMPARATOR FLOWCHART & SCHEMATIC

Figure 25.  Comparator Circuit Schematic 
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APPE2DIX F – RAW DATA FOR GRAPHS 
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APPE2DIX F – RAW DATA FOR GRAPHS 

 

Table 3.  Raw Data for PDC vs %Vripple 

 

PDC % Vripple 
% Vripple 
(theoritical) 

0 0.0018 0 

111.656 0.0304 0.0459 

189.18 0.0499 0.0825 

 
 

 

 

Table 4.  Vout/Vin Theory for 3 Headlight Load 

 
Duty 
Cycle Vout/Vin Measured Vout/Vin Theory 

0.905 0.8934 0.905 

0.807 0.8004 0.807 

0.708 0.7001 0.708 

0.605 0.596 0.605 

0.505 0.4941 0.505 

0.407 0.3958 0.407 

0.3 0.2925 0.3 

0.2 0.1922 0.2 

0.105 0.0984 0.105 

 

 

Table 5.  System Efficiency Data 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Duty 
DC 

Efficiency 
AC 

Efficiency 
System 
Efficiency 

100 1% 91% 46% 

90 1% 93% 47% 

80 1% 91% 46% 

70 1% 94% 48% 

60 2% 93% 48% 

50 10% 94% 52% 

40 96% 93% 95% 

30 98% 10% 54% 

20 97% 1% 49% 

10 98% 1% 50% 

0 97% 1% 49% 



 

 

 


